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The paper attempts to critically review some of the foundational marks and inspirational ideas 

underlying the current negotiations for a convention on recognition and enforcement of foreign 

judgements, which have been taking place at the Hague Conference on Private International Law.  Since it 

was resumed by the Council for General Affairs and Policy of the Organization in April 2011, the 

“Judgments Project” re-emerged as an important forum for debate and reflection from north to south 

scholarly circles. Apart from the expectations created in the past by the original proposal submitted by the 

delegation of the United States in the early 1990s -under the remarkable intellectual support from 

Professor Arthur von Mehren-, and the subsequent development of the Project, its backlashes and 

controversies that led to the unsuccessful negotiations by Hague Members in 2001, the now renewed and 

rediscovered Hague initiative appears to be a true opportunity for connecting recognition and jurisdictional 

“normative spaces” to some universal private international law goals.   

  Much has been written about the ongoing negotiations or the Draft text of the convention 

prepared by the Hague Special Commission in June 2016, particularly a plain doctrinal analysis focused on 

the technicalities and legal aspects of the Draft’s main provisions, such as general bases for recognition, 

exclusive bases for recognition, jurisdictional filters and even the Draft’s “compatibility” with domestic 

laws and regional European instruments, such as the Brussels I Regulation. Nonetheless, the Project may 

not simply strategically result in a draft treaty in terms of a very “awaited solution” by the Hague 

Conference, where a multilateral convention establishing uniform rules for recognition and enforcement of 

judgments in civil and commercial matters is likely to be concluded. Rather, the Judgment Project appears 

to meet some old expectations and converge to the theoretical enterprises of private international law both 

in strengthening “recognition” as one of its main operative pillars (as proposed by Paul Lagarde as a path 

for the “future of private international law”), and highlighting the increasing relevance of coordination of 

judicial dispute resolution systems with respect to transnational civil and commercial litigation. Here, 

recognition may be also understood in a broader context, as one of the overarching principles, alike mutual 

trust, for the proper political and normative functioning of the international legal cooperation regimes and 

also for the adequate protection of interests and rights of individuals, families and companies. The 

Judgment Project is an important facade of this wider shifting normative landscape.     

  I contend further that the “way forward” in the Judgments Project, in particular, apart from the 

desired conclusion and adoption of a multilateral convention, has been evolving to allow a minimum 

standard or degree of uniformity (with diversity being preserved in domestic normative spaces), 

predictability and may lead to consolidation of a balanced framework for the end-users in global 

transnational litigation in civil and commercial matters. In this sense, the Judgments Project is naturally 

and maturely much more ambitious and technical than the 1958 New York Convention on Recognition and 

Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards in terms of boosting the circulation of foreign judgments in 

cross-border commercial litigation, where business interests are fundamentally concerned.  Why so? Apart 

from ensuring a “pro-enforcement” approach for judicial decisions across different legal systems and their 

jurisdictional normative spaces, the future convention adopted by the Hague Conference under the 

Judgments Project can be understood as a conscious commitment of the organization with coordinated 

solutions for the proper functioning of global resolution disputes systems. Second, the Project itself has 

been equally taking into account the relevance of developing countries Members’ stakes at the negotiations 

and acknowledges the shifting forces within international trade flows, the emerging business and 

investments’ environments and new trends of the mobility of legal entities at global level (e.g. small and 

medium size companies doing business overseas). Some regions in Asia, Africa and Latin America have 



been increasingly becoming part of a more strength global commercial and business community, relying on 

several business counterparts in the south and north hemispheres.  

  Therefore, even for the success of the Judgement Project and the current initiatives carried out by 

the Hague Conference in international procedural law and transnational litigation, one could contend that 

Members shall undertake a true exercise of policy-oriented engagement with private international law’ 

foundational purposes. The future convention can be conducive to the creation of a global instrument 

aimed at reaching uniformity by means the Members’ compromise to make steps toward a “generally 

accepted global regime” for recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments in civil and commercial 

matters, expressing the potential to receive more adhesion of several Members. On the other hand, it 

favours a commitment of international civil and commercial litigation related institutions and domestic 

legal systems to enhance the existing procedural frameworks as to resolution dispute systems and 

recognition and enforcement, as alternatives to international commercial arbitration (e.g. particularly 

where industry sectors, amounts or complexity of the dispute are at stake). This may be also conducive to 

an empowerment and distortive-levelling approach for some state/domestic courts, which may be 

becoming global commercial courts (T.Hartley, H. Muir Watt). It is not just a debate on specialization or 

expertise in business environment. The Judgments Project, at most, is also an international cooperative 

commitment for the facilitation of judgments’ mobility while ensuring that the parties rights and interests 

are protected and susceptible for recognition in the Member states.         

  Finally, it appears that most of the “desirable success” of the future instrument is not immune from 

political scrutiny made by the Members in terms of the scope and effectiveness of multilateral obligations 

to recognize and enforce judgments (serving as mere passive actors within recognition and enforcement 

frameworks). The success of Judgment Project can be also associated to some Member´s opportunities to 

enjoy a higher degree of acceptability and mobility of their judgments abroad (performing a true role as 

active actors/Requesting states and not merely “States of origin” of the judgments). This approach can be 

of an utmost importance for smaller countries and regions deprived from specific domestic procedural rules 

(codes, statutes) or treaties dealing with recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments. In the same 

token, the Hague Judgment Project has been a meaningful platform to overcome any circumstantial 

“mutual mistrust” in terms of the functioning of domestic legal systems. It paves the way for a serious 

discussion about the underlying reasons behind any eventual negotiation’s schism or clashes (e.g. pure 

market driven approach for enforcement of foreign judgments in commercial matters; replication of 

correlated treaty patterns/mirror conventions, as the 2005 Convention on Choice of Court Agreements; 

compromises toward a minimum universal grounds for recognition and enforcement; return to utopian 

uniformization based conception for PIL rules in jurisdictional/procedural matters). New PIL approaches? 

Not likely, but indeed a quest for theoretical refreshment and a desirable reencounter with PIL current 

goals and values:  law and ethics of tolerance; assimilation of the differences/diversity in the unity, 

continuity and protection of parties’ interests across borders and access to justice at global level.    

 

 


